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CHAPTER-2
SALE OF GOODS ACT, 1930

INTRODUCTION
 Previouly Indian Contract Act, 1872 was applicable for Sale of Goods
 The Sale of Goods Act was separated and came into force on 1st July, 1930.
 The Act is Applicable to Whole of India, Except State of Jammu and Kashmir.
 The Sale of Goods Act is applicable only to Sale of Movable Goods
 Sale of Immovable Goods, is covered under Transfer of Property Act 1882,
 The Act is Only applicable for SALE OF GOODS
 The Act is NOT applicable to any other transactions. E.g. Gift, Lease, Pledge etc.

THEORY QUESTIONS

Q-1 Define the word “Contract of Sale” [Sec 4(1)]
Ans.

“It is a Contract whereby the seller transfers or agrees to transfer the property in goods to the
buyer for a price”
 It is a contract by which the ownership of movable goods is transferred from seller to the buyer.
 A Contract to transfer property in goods (i.e. legal ownership of goods) is known as contract of sale.
 E.g. Mr. A contract to sell a Motor car to Mr.B for Rs. 5,00,000. it is termed as Contract of sale. The contract

will be performed in following ways;
 Delivery of Car from Mr.A to Mr.B
 Payment of Price Rs.500000 from Mr.B to Mr.A and
 The most important Transfer of Legal ownership from Mr.A to Mr.B

Q-2 Define the word “Sale” [Sec 4(3)]
Ans.

“Where under a contract of sale, the property in goods is immediately transferred from a seller to a buyer”
 The term Contract of Sale includes “Sale”
 In this case, the ownership is Immediately transferred from seller to buyer.
 E.g. A made a contract to sell all crops in his farm to B for Rs.1000000. Also, A allowed B to take crops at

any time to B from his farm. Here, we can say that A has given all the rights over goods to B and
ownership has been transferred to B. So it is Sale.
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Q-4 Define the word “Agreement to Sell” [sec 4(3)]
Ans.

“Where under a contract of sale, the transfer of property in goods is to take place at a future time or subject
to some condition thereafter to be fulfilled, the contract is called an Agreement to sale”
 The term contract of sale includes “Agreement to sell”
 In this case, the ownership of goods is not transferred immediately.
 But the ownership is transferred at some future date
 If ownership is to be transferred at some future date, it becomes sale when the date arrives.
 If ownership is to be transferred on fulfillment of condition, it becomes sale when the condition is

fulfilled.
 E.g. A agrees to sell all scrap to B for Rs.500000 when it arrives at Mumbai in the ship on the way.
 E.g. X agrees to sell Car to B for Rs.1000000 if B pays full amount within a week.

Q-5 State the Difference Between Sale and Agreement to Sell
Ans.

Sr.No. Point Name Sale Agreement to Sell
1 Time of Ownership Ownership is Ownership is transferred at Future time or on

Transferred Immediately  fulfilment of condition.
2 Type of contract Executed Contract. All Executory Contract. All formalities are not

Formalities completed completed. Ownership transferred in future.
immediately

3 Loss of goods Buyer ( as ownership is Seller ( as ownership is not transferred to buyer)
to be borne by transferred to buyer ) Even if possession is transferred to buyer.

Even if possession is with
seller

4 Refusal to Deliver Buyer may claim for Buyer may only claim for Damages for losses
goods by seller Goods from seller  due to breach of contract by seller

5 Refusal by Buyer Seller may claim for Seller may only claim for Damages for losses

to pay Price  Price of goods from Buyer due to breach of contract by buyer.

Q-6 Define the Word Buyer and Seller
Ans.

Buyer [sec 2(1)]:
“It means, the person who buys or agrees to buy goods”
Seller [sec 2(13)]:
“it means, the person who sells or agrees to sell goods”

Q-7 Define the word Document of Title to goods and Document showing title to goods.
Ans.

Document of Title to goods [sec 2(4)]:
“it means, such document which gives the holder, a right to receive goods on basis of such document or he
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may transfer the right to receive goods to any other person by delivering document to any other person”
Examples of Document of Title:
Railway receipt, Bill  of lading, Lorry receipt, Dock-warrant, Wharf-finger’s certificate, share warrant etc.
Document showing title to goods [sec 2(4)]:
“it means, such document which gives the holder, a right to receive goods on basis of such document but no
right to transfer the right to any other person by delivering document to any other person”
Examples of Document showing title:
Share- certificate, Mate’s receipt, Invoice etc.

Q-8 Explain in Detail Essential Elements of Contract of Sale
Ans.

Essential Elements of Contract of Sale:
 All the Requirements of a Valid Contract Must be Fulfilled:

 A Contract of sale must fulfil all the requirements of a valid contract, e.g. Free Consent,
Consideration, Competancy of parties, Lawful object and consideration.

 If any of the essential elements of a valid contract is missing, then the contract of sale will not be
valid.

 At least Two Parties:
 There must be at least Two parties, ( Seller and Buyer ).
 The reason for the same is that in a contract of sale, the ownership of goods has to pass from one

person to another.
 Goods as a Subject Matter of contract:

 The term goods is defined in sec 2(7) of SOGA.
 According to this section, Good means all kind of movable properties and includes

o Stock and shares,
o Growing Crops, grass and
o The things attached to or forming a part of land which can be severed from the land.

 Transfer of Property in goods to Buyer:
 The term property in goods means, the Ownership of goods.
 In every contract of sale, the ownership of goods is transferred to the buyer. Or
 there should be an agreement by the seller to transfer ownership to the buyer.
 The term property here means, The general property i.e. All Ownership rights of goods and not

Merely a Special property, i.e. limited rights such as right of a Pawnee
 Price of the goods:

 The goods must be sold for some price. The term price is defined in sec 2(10) of SOGA as “Price
means, the money consideration for a sale of goods”

 Thus, the price is the consideration for a contract of sale.
 It must be in terms of Money, where the ownership of goods is transferred for any consideration

other than money, that will not be a sale but a barter or exchange
 However, if the consideration is partly in cash and partly in goods in return, it is termed as Sale.
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The value of goods must be measured in terms of money.
 The goods must be sold for defined sum of money called price and it may be partly in cash and

partly in valued goods.
Q-9 How a Contract of sale may be formed by parties?
Ans.

Formation of Contract of Sale:
 A Contract of sale may be made by Offer to buy or sell by one person and Acceptance of sale by

other person.
 There is No Any Particular form to create Contract of Sale.
 The contract of sale may be in form of;

o In writing,
o By words of mouth,
o Partly in writing and partly by words of mouth,
o May be implied by the conduct of parties.

 However, if any particular form of contract is prescribed in any other Law, then contract must be
entered in that particular form.

 The contract may be done in any of the following Modes:
o Immediate delivery and immediate payment of price
o Immediate delivery and payment in future
o Immediate payment of price and delivery in future
o Delivery at future and payment also at future
o Delivery in instalment and payment also in instalment.

Q-10 Define the word Goods and Explain Various Classification of goods
Ans.

Goods:
 Goods means every kind of Movable Property.
 It includes; stock and shares, growing crops, grass and things attached to land agreed to be severed

from the land before sale.
 It Excludes; Money and Actionable claim.
 The term “money” means legal money in use ( not old coins )
 Actionable claim means, the claim which can be enforced through court of law (e.g. debt)
Classification of Goods:
1. Existing Goods:

a. Specific Goods
b. Unascertained Goods
c. Ascertained Goods

2. Future Goods
3. Contingent Goods
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Existing Goods:
Means, the goods which are in Existence at the time of formation of contract of sale and which are
Owned or possessed by seller.
The existing goods may be classified in further following ways;
Specific Goods:
 The goods which have been actually identified and agreed by the parties at the time of contract of

sale.
 The goods which are clearly identified by the parties at the time of entering into contract of sale.
 e.g. Mr. X having 3 different cars one of Honda, one of Tata and One of Maruti, Mr.Y agreed to

purchase the Maruti Car for Rs.500000. this is the contract for specific goods.
Unascertained Goods:
 The goods which are Not specifically identified or agreed by the parties at the time of entering

into contract.
 Such goods are only described by parties by particular description or sample only.
 It can be termed as General goods of common quality.
 E.g. Mr.X agreed to purchase a New Hyundai I10 car from a showroom for Rs.600000. in this example,

there may be lot many such cars in a showroom, where the particular selection is not made, so it
is termed as Unascertained goods.

Ascertained Goods:
 The goods which are identified and agreed by parties after entering into contract of sale.
 Practically when the Unascertained goods are specifically identified by the parties, is called

ascertained goods.
Future Goods:
 The goods which are not in existence at the time of entering into contract of sale.
 The seller acquires or manufactures the goods after making a contract of sale.
 The contract of future goods always becomes Agreement to sell.
 E.g. A agreed to sell all the crops to be grown in his farm to B for Rs.1000000. in this contract, the

goods are not in existence at the time of contract so it is future goods.
Contingent Goods:
 It means the Kind of Future goods whose performance depends upon uncertain contingency, i.e.

depending upon event which may or may not happen.
 e.g. A agreed to sell all the fish on the way from Mumbai to Chennai if there is No cyclonic Storm

in sea. In this contract, the performance depends on the uncertain situation, so it is contingent
goods.

Q-11 What will be the effect on Contract of sale on Destruction of Goods under contract ?
Ans.

Effect of Destruction of Goods:
Goods Perishing ( Destroying ) Before Making Contract of Sale: (sec 7)
 Sometimes Goods have been already destroyed before making contract of slae.
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 In this case, if the contract is for Specific Goods, the Contract becomes Void based on the principle
of Impossibility of performance.

 Perishing of goods means, Physical as well as Commercial perishability.

 E.g. Sugar converted into Sarbat due to water being mixed to Sugar.

 E.g. A made contract to sell his car to B for Rs.500000, but before entering into contract the car had
been destroyed by fire which was unknown to Both A and B.

Goods Perishing after agreement to sell but before sale is completed ( sec 8)

 If goods destroy after an agreement to sell but before passing of property to buyer, and the
contract is for specific goods, the contract becomes Void.

 E.g. A agreed to sell his car to B for Rs.500000 as on 1.7.2017, it was agreed to deliver the car with
property on 5.7.2017. But as on 3.7.2017 the car was destroyed by fire. Here the specific goods
have been destroyed before passing property so the contract is void.

 However, if the contract is for sale of Unascertained Goods, the contract does not become Void
even if all the goods destroy. i.e. the parties are liable to perform contract.

 E.g. A is wholesale oil trader. He agreed to sell 100000 litre oil to B for Rs. 50000000. He has 500000
Litre oil in his godown at that time. But later on before delivering oil to B all the oil in his godown
was destroyed by fire. Here the contract is for unascertained goods, so contract is not void. It is to
be performed by A.

Q-12 Define Price and Describe Modes of Fixing Price.

Ans.

“Price Means, the Money consideration for the sale of goods [sec 2(10)]

Price may be fixed in any of the following ways:

Price to be fixed in Contract:

 The price may be expressly fixed in a contract by parties mutually. E.g. A and B agreed to make a
contract of sale for a car at agreed price of Rs.500000

Price to be fixed in a Manner provided in contract of sale:

 The parties may specify the Manner in which price is to be fixed in a contract of sale. The price will
be fixed in such a manner.

 E.g. A agreed to sell B a car for the price which is average market price of a last full week market
price.

Price to be fixed by Regular Course of Dealing between two parties:

 When, there occur frequent transactions between two parties, the price may be fixed in common
for all the sequence of transactions to be occurred at all times. Or the price may be fixed by
regular customs or usage of trade prevailing.

 E.g. X agreed to sell Y the goods at 10% Discount to the Market price prevailing on the date of
contract for all future dealings.

 E.g. the price of Petrol is to be decided by the Government on regular basis. There the price to be
fixed in that manner only.

Price to be fixed by Third party:

 The parties may agree to sell the goods at a price to be fixed by valuation of goods by some third
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party ( may be a professional Valuer of goods).

 In this case the price will be decided by the specified third party whose name is mentioned in
contract by buyer and seller.

 E.g. X agreed to sell his Antique car to Y for the value to be fixed by Mr. k ( The expert valuer of
antique car )

If the price is not fixed in any of the above ways:
 If the price could not be fixed in any of the above ways,

o The contract is treated as Void, if the property in goods has not been passed.
o The seller may recover Reasonable Price of goods from buyer, if the property has been

passed and goods have been appropriated to buyer.
 The reasonable price is always a Question of Fact ( i.e. it depends upon the situation )
 E.g. if Mr.K died in above example before fixing the price, the contract is treated as void, if

property is not passed to buyer. Or the seller will recover reasonable price if the property has
been passed to buyer. If Mr.K was prevented to fix the price, the aggrieved party may recover
damages from the defaulting party.

Q-13 Explain Hire-purchase transaction in detail and State difference between sale and Hire purchase.
Ans.

Hire-purchase agreement:
“Hire-purchase agreement means an agreement under which goods are let on hire and under which the
hirer has an option to purchase them in accordance with the terms of the agreement” [Sec 2( c) of Hire
purchase Act, 1972]
 The seller is known as vendor and Buyer is known as Hirer / Hire-purchaser
 The possession of goods is delivered to Hirer immediately on agreement on condition that the full

payment will be made by hirer in instalments.
 The property in goods is transferred to buyer only on the payment of last of all instalments.
 Hirer has a right to cancel the contract at any time before passing property to him.
 If Hirer decide to pay all instalments in time, he will be given ownership of goods at the payment of last

instalment.
 If Hirer decide to cancel the contract after paying some instalments, the contract is treated as void and

instalments paid till date is considered as Hire charges and the goods is returned to vendor.
Difference between Sale and Hire-purchase

Sr No Point Name Sale Hire-purchase
1 Parties Seller and Buyer Vendor and Hirer
2 Transfer of Property Immediately at time of On payment of Last instalments

contract
3 Position of Buyer Buyer = Owner of goods Hirer = Bailee of goods as he is having

conditional possession of goods, not property
4 Option to buy Buyer has to compulsory Hirer may or may not buy goods. He may cancel

buy and pay for goods  contract at any time.
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5 Validity of Buyer may resell goods as Sale by Hirer is not valid as he is not
Resell of goods  he is having property of  having property of goods.

goods
6 Bad-debt risk If buyer becomes insolvent, Even if Hirer become insolvent, there

to seller  the seller has to bear Bad  is not Bad debt to vendor as the goods will be

debt  returned to Vendor.

Q-14 Explain Bailment contract and State the difference between Sale and bailment.
Ans.

Bailment Contract:
“It is a contract whereby One person ( known as Bailor ) transfers the possession of goods to another person
( known as Bailee ) for some specific purpose and the possession of goods will be returned back to bailor on
completion of purpose”
 The Owner of goods is known as Bailor
 The person to whom the possession is given is known as Bailee
 The Bailor transfers possession to Bailee for some specific purpose.
 It is the duty of bailee to take proper care of the goods delivered to him until the purpose is not

achieved.
 The bailee is liable for any loss / damages in goods due to his negligence.
 The bailment contract may be with or without consideration.

Difference Between Sale and Bailment:
Sr No Point Name Sale Bailment
1 Parties Seller and Buyer Bailor and Bailee
2 Transfer of Immediately at time of Property is not transferred to Bailee ( it

Property  contract  remains with Bailor )
3 Duties of Buyer holds unconditional It is duty of Bailee to take proper care of goods.

possession holder  possession of goods.  The bailee is liable to compensate the losses
He is not having any duty  due to his negligence.

4 Return of goods Buyer is not required to The bailee is required to return goods to bailor
return goods to seller  on completion of purpose of bailment.

5 consideration For sale of goods, the Bailment is valid even with or without

consideration is Must  consideration.
Q-15 State the difference between Sale, Barter and Exchange contract.
Ans.

Difference between Sale, barter and Exchange
Sale :

 Exchange of Goods against money.
 E.g. A sold his car to B for Rs.500000
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Barter :
 Exchange of goods against another goods
 E.g. A given his car of Rs.500000 to B against 4 Bikes valued at Rs.500000
Exchange :
 Exchange of one currency with other currency
 E.g. A exchanged Rs.1000000 against $2000 with ICICI bank.

Q-16 Explain the word “Pledge”
Ans.

Pledge:
 In case of Pledge, the Goods are delivered by Owners of goods ( known as Pawner ) to another

person ( known as Pawnee ) for security purpose against repayment of loan.
 If the loan is repaid on time, the goods given as security is returned back to pawner
 However, if the loan is not repaid ( default made by pawner ) the pawnee has a right to sell the

goods pledged by pawner for recovery of loan amount.
Q-17 Define the word Condition. Explain all Implied Conditions
Ans.

“Condition”
“A condition is a stipulation essential to the main purpose of the contract, the breach of which gives a

right to cancel the contract”
 It is a representation made by seller which is so important that its non-fulfilment results into

losing the main purpose of entering into contract.
 It is very important basis of a contract of sale.
Implied Conditions:
 Implied conditions, means, the conditions which are implied by Law.
 Such conditions which are not expressed specifically in contract of sale.
 The Law presumes that the parties agree to fulfil all such conditions which are implied.
 However, the parties, may specifically agree to exclude any such implied conditions.
Condition as to Title [Sec 14(a)]:
 It is very important condition.
 This condition implies that the seller must have Ownership of goods, or a right to sell the goods.
 If it is found that the seller do not have right to sell goods, the buyer may reject goods and claim

refund of price paid from seller.
 E.g. A sold a car to B for Rs.200000 which is later on found to be stolen. Here B may reject car and

claim refund from A
Condition as to Description [sec 15]:
 This condition implies that goods must correspond with the description given by seller regarding

goods while entering into contract of sale.
 If the description is not matching, the buyer may reject goods.
 E.g. A sold a Sherwani to B for Rs.100000 saying it is an Importedsherwani from Parish country. B

bought the same relying on the description given. Later on, it was found that the sherwani was
not imported but a Local one, the Buyer may reject the goods.
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Condition as to Sample: [sec 17(2)]
 If the goods are sold by showing Sample to the buyer, it is implied that ;

o The Bulk of the goods must correspond with quality of sample,
o The buyer must get a reasonable opportunity of comparing bulk with sample
o There should be No any Latent defect in goods delivered.

 E.g. A sold the 200 Kg Wheat to B by showing sample of the same at Rs.25 per Kg. when the wheat
are delivered to B’s House, the wheat were found to be of different quality and having defect in
them, B may reject the same.

Condition as to sample as well as description [sec 15]:
 If the goods are sold by sample and simultaneously, the seller has described the goods, the goods

must correspond with sample as well as description. Otherwise, the buyer may reject the goods
 E.g. in above example, the wheat were purchased by sample and the seller also described the

wheat to be “ Sarbati wheat from Punjab”. If the goods are not matching with sample or description,
the buyer may reject the goods.

Condition as to Quality or Fitness for Buyer’s purpose [sec 16(1)]
 Normally, the condition as to quality or fitness is not applicable. i.e. the buyer is responsible for

selecting a proper goods which are fit for his particular purpose.
 E.g.  X bought a cloth which he wanted to use for making shirt while the cloth was only usable as

curtains. Here the buyer is liable for his wrong selection of goods.
 However, if the buyer told his purpose to seller and relied on selection of goods by seller depending

on his skill and judgement, the seller is responsible to provide the goods which are suitable for
his particular purpose.

 E.g. X told Y that he wanted a Bike which is suitable for riding in desert area. Y sold a bike to X
saying it will be suitable for the same. If the bike is not found suitable for riding in desert area, the
X may reject it and claim refund.

 It is not necessary to tell the purpose expressly. The purpose may also be implied from the nature
of goods.

 E.g. X bought a set of false teeth from a dentist. It was not fit for his mouth. X may reject the set of
teeth as it was not suitable for his purpose

 If the buyer relied on the Patent or Brand name, the seller is not responsible for quality or fitness
of goods.

 E.g. X bought a Cold-drink named “Thums-up” from a shop. He drunk it. And found that it was
containing unhygienic material in it which resulted into ill health of him. However, he relied on
the Branch “thums-up” so here, the seller is not held liable.

Condition as to Merchantability [sec 16(2)]
 The term “merchantability” is not defined in SOGA. It has been interpreted by courts as;
 The goods must be in immediately resabale condition at their full market value OR
 The goods must be in usable condition for reasonable purpose generally used.
 E.g. Pen must be able to write, Cooler must be able to generate Cooling, Watch must be able to

show proper time etc.
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Condition as to wholesomeness:
 This is a part of Merchantability condition.
 It is applicable only to Eatables.
 As per this condition, the eatables must be in a consumable quality for normal human being.
 E.g. If X went to a restaurant to eat “vada-pau” which turned to be stale and resulted into ill health

of X. it is not wholesome.
Q-18 Define the term Warranty. Explain All Implied Warranties
Ans.

“Warranty”
“A warranty is a stipulation collateral to the main purpose of contract, the breach of which gives a right

to claim for damages only but not a right to cancel the contract”
 It is representation by a seller which is not so important as condition.
 Even the non-fulfilment of warranty do not lose the main purpose of contract, so the breach of

warranty gives only a right to claim damages and not to cancel the contract.
Implied Warranties:
Warranty as to Quiet possession of goods [sec 14(b)]
 The Buyer must be able to enjoy 100% possession of goods at his liberty.
 No one having superior title to goods or having any charge over the goods, should disturb his

possession.
 If the possession is disturbed by anyone, the buyer may claim damages from seller.
 E.g. A bought a Car from B for Rs.500000. later on bank took the possession of a car from A due to

non repayment of loan taken by B on the same car. B repaid the loan later on and the possession
was returned back to A after a month. Here, the possession of A was disturbed due to fault of B, so
he may claim damages.

Warranty as to Non-existence of Encumbrance [sec 14( c)]
 The goods should be free from any kind of charge against third party.
 No one else should have any kind of interest in the goods sold to the buyer.
 However, if any charge exist, it must be known to the buyer.
 E.g. Mr.X imported Gold from UK and sold it to Mr.Y in India for Rs.50Lakh. Later on, Custom

department sent a notice to pay custom duty of Rs.5 Lakh on the Gold to Mr.Y, otherwise to sieze
the gold. Mr.Y paid the custom duty to save the gold. Here, we can say that the custom department
has the right over the Gold against buyer. So Mr.Y may claim amount paid from Mr.X as it was his
duty to pay custom duty.

Warranty as to Disclosure of Dangerous Nature of Goods:
 It is the duty of seller to aware buyer regarding danger in relation to using or preserving goods.
 The seller must inform buyer about what care should be taken to use or preserve goods, so that

there may not occur any injury to a person or his property.
 If buyer gets any injury due to wrong usage of goods, he may claim damages from seller.
 E.g. X bought a Disinfectant powder from Y. when he opened the tin of powder, the powder

bounced and went into his nerves through mouth due to which he was seriously injured. Here, we
can say that any damage caused to him may be recovered.
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Warranty as to Quality or Fitness implied by Customs or Usage of trade:
 There may be certain warranty of quality or fitness generated by continuous customs or usage of

trade.
 This is because, the parties enter into agreement subject to known customs or usage of trade.
 e.g. X and Y regularly trade among themselves, they have some standard levels of quality and

fitness which they have to provide in any contract of sale. Here, we can say the quality or fitness
is implied by customs or usage of trade.

Q-19 Can Implied conditions and warranties be Excluded? If yes, explain how ?
Ans.

Exclusions of Implied conditions and warranties:
Sec 62 of SOGA provides that any implied conditions and warranties may be excluded in any contract of sale
in following ways:

By Express Agreement:
 The seller may exclude his liability of any condition or warranty by way of express agreement

between buyer and seller.
 e.g. it was agreed in a contract that even if the goods are proved to be non-merchantable, the

buyer can not reject the goods. Here, the rejection right of buyer has been excluded. i.e. implied
condition as to merchantability has been excluded.

By course of dealing:
 Course of dealing means, regular repeated occurrence of similar transactions between parties.
 In such a situation, the parties may behave that certain conditions or warranties may be not

applicable to them.
By customs or Usage of trade:
 Customs or usage of trade prevailing in a particular type of trade may allow the parties to exclude

their liability.
Q-20 State the Difference between Conditions and Warranties.
Ans.

Difference between condition and warranty
Sr No. Point name Condition Warranty
1 Importance in It is Essential (very important) It is Collateral ( less important) for

terms of contract  for main purpose of contract. main purpose of contract
2 Rights of Buyer Buyer may Cancel contract and Buyer may only Claim damages for breach

on Breach  claim damages for breach of of warranty
condition.

3 Treatment of Breach of condition may Breach of warranty can not be treated as
each other be treated as Breach of breach of condition by buyer as he has only

warranty By just claiming   right to claim damages
damages Without

cancelling contract by buyer.
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Q-21 Conditions may be treated as Warranty in which situations?
Ans.

Situations where breach of conditions may be treated as breach of warranty by buyer:
1. Waiver of condition:

 It means, buyer expressly waives the performance of condition at his own will.
 Buyer may allow seller not to fulfil a particular condition, if buyer wish the condition to be not so

essential at a time.
2. Decision of not cancelling contract:

 Buyer may voluntarily decide not to cancel contract even when there is clear breach of condition
by seller.

 It may happen when the buyer is of opinion that even on breach of condition, the contract may
have some important purpose which is beneficial to buyer,

 So he may decide not to cancel contract, but only to claim damages from seller.
3. Acceptance of half performance:

 Where there is a specification in a contract that the whole performance to be at a single time by
seller, then also seller makes half performance, in this situation, the buyer have option to accept
or reject the performance.

 Lets say buyer decided to accept the half performance by seller, then it may be treated as
acceptance of whole contract by buyer.

 So at later stage, the seller may not cancel contract, he may only claim damages.
 e.g. X decided to sell 1000 mobiles to Y for Rs.1000000. it was decided to deliver all goods together.

X delivered 600 units at a time. Y decided to accept those 600 units. In this situation, Y has accepted
the contract, so when remaining 400 units are delivered, he may not be able to cancel contract, he
has to only claim damages.

1. Impossibility due to change in Law:
 If any of the condition has become physically impossible due to change in prevailing law, then the

buyer is not allowed to cancel contract even if such condition is not fulfilled.
 e.g. it was decided in a contract, to deliver goods through plane. However at time of actual

delivery of goods, lets say government prohibited all type of carriage of goods through plane,
then now its not at all possible to deliver goods by plane, so there is obvious breach of condition.
But buyer will not be allowed to cancel contract as it is breach due to change in law.

Q-22 Explain in detail the Doctrine of Caveat Emptor. And describe Exceptions to the doctrine of Caveat
Emptor.

Ans.
Doctrine ( Principle / rule ) of Caveat Emptor:

 It means “Let the Buyer Beware”
 The buyer buys goods at his own risk.
 It is the duty of buyer to select goods as per his requirement.
 The seller is not liable to supply good which shall be fit for any particular purpose or it will match

the quality.
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 The buyer must take care while purchasing goods that the goods match his required quality at fit
for his particular purpose.

 The seller is not supposed to know the purpose for which buyer buys the goods.
 Even, the seller is not liable for wrong selection of goods by Buyer.
 e.g. X bought a Diamond necklace from Y. X was thinking the necklace was of Natural diamonds.

Actually, it turned out to be Synthetic Diamonds, here it can be said that it is faulty selection of X.
so Y is not liable.

Exceptions to Caveat Emptor:
The following are the situations where Doctrine of Caveat Emptor is not applicable. It means, Buyer is not
liable in following situations:

 If buyer told his particular purpose of buying goods to seller. Seller selected the goods as per the
purpose told by buyer. And the buyer bought the goods relying on skills and judgement of seller.
So here the seller is liable to provide goods as per his requirement.

 When the goods are sold by sample or description and goods do not correspond with sample or
description.

 When the goods are not of merchantable quality or not wholesome in case of eatables.
 Quality or fitness applicable as per normal customs or usage of trade.
 Goods have been purchased based on patents or trademark.
 Where the seller has incurred any fraud or any misrepresentation of facts.

Q-23 Specify the rules regarding transfer of Property in Goods for Specific Goods?
Ans.

Transfer of Ownership in case of Sale of Specific Goods:
Transfer of Ownership at Time of Contract (Sec 20):

 As per the General Rule, Ownership of specific goods is transferred immediately at time of contract if
following conditions are satisfied;

 The contract must be to sell Specific Goods (i.e. goods identified at time of contract)
 The goods must be in a deliverable state (i.e. the goods should be in such a position that the buyer

would be bound to take delivery of it)
 The contract must be unconditional (i.e. there should be no any condition for transfer of ownership)
 E.g. X has 3 different cars. Out of which Y made a contract to purchase one of the car for Rs.500000. here

the Goods have been specifically identified at time of contract, so the contract is for specific goods.
Accordingly, the ownership will transfer immediately at time of contract.

 E.g. X went into a showroom to purchase a car, where there are so many cars of similar nature. The
contract was made to buy one of the car without identifying the particular one. In this case, the goods
are said to be unascertained goods, so ownership will not transfer until goods are ascertained.
Transfer of Ownership at some other time:

 If any of the above conditions are not satisfied the ownership will transfer at some other time.
 The following are the example of the same:

o Where the specific goods to be put in a deliverable state: (sec 21 and 22)
 When the goods are to be put in a deliverable state, the ownership will transfer to buyer when;
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 Seller has put the goods in a deliverable state and
 Buyer comes to know about the fact that goods have been put in a deliverable state by seller.

 E.g. A agreed to sell 1lakh ltr oil to B for Rs.50lakh as on 1.7.2017. B demanded the goods in a specific
packing of 1 ltr each. A started packing goods accordingly. He completed all packing as on 5.7.2017. A
informed B that the goods are ready as on 6.7.2017. and B took delivery of all of it on 8.7.2017. We can
say that the ownership is transferred to B on 6.7.2017.

 E.g. As on 1.4.2017, A agreed to buy a Car from B for Rs.500000. A demanded that the color of car should
be changed to Red from White. B sent car for changing color as on 3.7.2017 to C. A decided to be present
at place of C until the color is changes so that he may take delivery as soon as the color is changed. C
could complete the color work as on 5.7.2017. Here we can say the ownership is transferred to A on
5.7.2017

Q-24 Explain the rules for transfer of Property in case of Contract for sale of Unascertained goods?
Ans.

Transfer of Ownership in case of sale of Unascertained Goods: (sec 23)
In case of sale of unascertained goods, ownership is transferred when both of the following conditions
are satisfied:

1. Goods are ascertained:
 It means, the process by which the goods to be delivered are identified and set apart. In other

words, it can be said to be selecting a particular goods out of general goods, at time of delivery of
goods.

2. Goods are Appropriated to Buyer:
 It means, final selection of goods to be delivered by mutual consent of buyer and seller.
 The goods may be selected either by seller or buyer with consent of either party.
 The consent may be before or after appropriation,
 Also consent may be oral or written
 E.g. A agreed to buy 100000 Ltr oil from B. B had 10lakh Ltr Oil in his factory. The oil was not separated at

time of contract. Later on at time of delivery the oil was separated and delivered to buyer. We can say
when the goods have been delivered to buyer the ownership is transferred to buyer.

Q-25 Describe the rules for transfer of property in case of goods sold on Sale or Return basis?
Ans.

Transfer of ownership in case of goods sent on Sale on approval basis: (sec 24)
 The term “Sale on Approval” may be defined as the sale in which the buyer may return the goods

within a reasonable time, if goods do not serve his purpose.
 This is also known as Sale on “sale or return basis”
 Ownership is transferred to buyer when he accepts / approves goods.
 The seller may not compel buyer to return goods, if goods are not returned within time, seller may

recover price of goods from buyer.
 Ownership to be transferred in following ways:

o When buyer accepts the goods ( i.e. he informs seller that he has accepted goods either oral or
written)

o When buyer’s behaviour is such which shows his ownership over goods (i.e. he either uses goods
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as owner or he re-sell or pledge goods to other person or he sends payment of goods to seller)
o When buyer do not return goods within a Fix time (if Fix time mentioned in a contract )
o Or within a reasonable time (if time not mentioned in a contract)

 E.g. A bought a pair of cloth from B on sale or return basis, where he is required to return goods within
7 days, if he do not wish to buy it. In this case lets consider the following situations;
o If A inform B on 3rd day that he has accepted goods, ownership transfer to him on 3rd day.
o If A inform B on 4th day that he has rejected goods, contract is cancelled, ownership will not

transfer to him.
o If A resell / gift the pair of cloth to any other person on 3rd day, ownership transfer on 3rd day.
o If A do not return goods upto 7 days, the ownership transfer on 8th day.

Q-26 Explain the rules for transfer of property in case of Reservation of right to disposal by seller?
Ans.

Reservation of Right to Disposal ( i.e. right of seller to resell the goods to any other person) (sec 25)
 The seller wish to keep ownership with him until some specified conditions are satisfied.
 The action of seller shows that the ownership will not pass to buyer until the condition specified are

satisfied.
 The ownership will remain with seller even if the goods are delivered to buyer or his agent.
 The seller may reserve his right of disposal by putting any specific condition for transfer of ownership

in contract of sale.
 In following situations it is presumed that the seller has reserved right of disposal:
 Where the seller sends goods to buyer through carriage, but takes the Document of title ( railway

receipt / bill of lading ) in his own name, so goods are delivered to buyer only on order of seller.
 Where the seller sends a Bill of exchange along with railway receipt or bill of lading to buyer, where the

prior condition is that the ownership will be transferred to buyer only if Buyer accept the Bill of
exchange.

 If the specified condition is not satisfied, the seller may terminate contract with buyer and resell the
goods to any other person at his own will.

Q-27 Who has to bear the risk of goods in a contract of sale. Pls explain in detail.
Ans.

Passing of Risk (sec 26):
 The general rule is that “Risk follows ownership”
 The risk and ownership of goods go together.
 In other words, the goods are at risk of party who has ownership of goods.
 In case of loss of goods, the loss shall be borne by party who has ownership of goods
 Actual delivery of goods is immaterial for passing risk.
 So, as per the general rule, the Risk will be borne by the party who has the ownership of goods at time

of loss of goods.
 However, there are exceptions to above rule:

o The risk pass at some other time if it is specifically agreed by parties in a contract.
o The risk will be borne by party who is at fault for loss of goods.
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 E.g. A sold a Car to B for Rs.500000. Ownership transferred immediately. But before delivery of car, the
car destroyed by fire. Here we can say that the risk of loss will be borne by B as he is owner of car at time
of loss.

 E.g. A sold mangoes to B for Rs.100000, it was agreed to deliver the mangoes within 3 days. However, A
could deliver it in 5 days, during the time, some of mangoes destroyed. Here, we can say it is the fault
of A, so even if the ownership is with B, loss will be borne by A.

 E.g. A and B trade regularly in some type of goods, wherein they have decided that, the risk will be
borne by seller until goods reach buyer. So in this case, it is immaterial that where the ownership is.
The risk will be certainly borne by seller.

Q-28 Explain the rule of “NemoDat Quod non-habet” and also explain Exception to the rule. OR what is the
rule of transfer of title. Explain exception to transfer of title.

Ans.
Transfer of Title: (sec 27)
 The general principle of “NemoDat Quod Non-habet” will apply.
 It means, No one can transfer a better title than he himself has.
 The buyer can not get better title than the seller has.
 If the seller’s title is defective, the buyer’s title will also be defective.
Transfer of title by Non-owner:( Exceptions to “Transfer of Title”)
In following situations, the Non-owner may transfer valid title to buyer (provided, the buyer is in good
faith):
Sale by Estoppel:
 Where the owner wilfully leads the buyer to believer that the seller has authority to sell goods.
 The owner is directly or indirectly allowing a seller to sell goods on his behalf.
 Here, the seller can not deny the fact later on that the seller had no authority to sell goods if the

buyer bought in good faith.
 E.g. A agreed to sell a car to B for Rs.500000 which was actually owned by C. while the contract was

entered, the C was well aware about it. Then also, C did not stop A from selling the goods. Here we
can say that even if A was not the owner of goods, the sale is valid between A and B as C lead buyer
to believe that A had authority to sell goods.

Sale by Mercantile Agent:
 Where the mercantile agent normally acts as agent for buying and selling goods on behalf of

principal.
 The sale by mercantile agent to buyer who is in good faith, is valid even if the agent is not owner

of goods.
 However, the agent must be acting in ordinary course of business on behalf of principal and the

agent must have possession of goods with consent of owner.
 E.g. A sells goods on behalf of B in regular course of business. However, B put a condition with A

that, A should not sell the goods below Rs.100000. then also, A sold goods to C at Rs.90000, here
even if A has made wrong act, C will get good title in good faith.

Sale by Joint Owner:
 Joint owner means, two or more owners of a property.
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 If one of the joint owner who is in possession of goods, sells goods to buyer who buys in good
faith, the sale is valid.

 e.g. A B and C are joint owners of a Car. A was in sole possession of Car with consent of B and C. A
sold the car to X for Rs.500000, here we can say that the sale is valid.

Sale by a person in possession of goods under voidable contract:
 The buyer got possession of goods from seller under voidable contract.
 That means, the buyer entered into contract by way of coercion, undue influence, fraud,

misrepresentation etc.
 In this situation, the seller may put end to such contract and get back the possession of goods.
 But if, the buyer resold goods to any other person, who bought in good faith, without any knowledge

about previous voidable contract and before the voidable contract has been cancelled by seller,
the resell by buyer is valid.

 e.g. A bought a Car from B for just Rs.20000 by way of coercion. B has a right to cancel the contract.
But before B could cancel the contract, A resold the car to C for Rs.500000, who bought it in good
faith. Here, the sale is valid.

Sale by a seller in possession of goods after their sale:
 The seller continues to have a possession of goods even after sale and transfer of property to

buyer.
 Later on, the seller sells same goods to another buyer for lets say higher price, the sale is valid, if

buyer buys in good faith without any knowledge of previous sale.
 e.g. A agreed to sell his car to B for Rs.500000. A transferred property to B immediately. However,

still possession of car was with A. in between A agreed to sell the same car to C for Rs.1000000. C
bought the car in good faith without any knowledge of previous sale between A and B. here, the
sale is valid.

Sale by buyer who has possession of goods but not property:
 The buyer must have possession of goods with consent of seller.
 The ownership is still with seller as he has some right over the goods.
 The buyer sells the goods to another buyer who buys in good faith. The sale is valid.
 e.g. A sold goods to B. the possession was given to B immediately. But the ownership was still

with A, with condition that ownership will pass to B only on full payment of price. B sold the goods
to C, who bought in good faith. The sale is valid.

Sale by finder of goods:
 Normally, it is the duty of finder of goods;
 To find the true owner of goods and
 Take a reasonable care of goods until the true owner is not found.
 Even, the finder can not use the goods found for his own purpose.
 In other words, the finder acts as a Bailee.
However, in following situations, the Finder may resell goods to any other person;
 If the true owners Not found even after reasonable search.
 If the true owner refuse to pay lawful charges of finder in relation to finding true owner and

goods.
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 If the goods are of perishable nature.
 If the charges of finder exceed by 2/3rd of value of goods found.
Sale by Pawnee banker:
 Pawnee banker may sell the goods pledged, if the loan has not been repaid by pawner.
Sale by official receiver:
 In case of insolvency of any person, the official receiver has a right to sell the properties of

insolvent person to settle his liabilities.
Q-29 Define the word Delivery and explain modes of delivery of goods.
Ans.

Modes of Delivery of Goods:
“Delivery of goods means, Voluntary transfer of Possession of goods from seller to buyer”
 Delivery of goods is an important element of contract of sale.
 When goods are delivered to buyer, the buyer gets a right to use the goods in a manner he wish.

The delivery may be made in any of the following modes:
Actual Delivery:
 It means, the goods are Physically handed over from seller to buyer or his agent.
 In other words, we can say it as Hand to hand delivery of goods from seller to buyer.
 E.g. X sold Neckless to Y for Rs.1000000. X handed over the neckless to Y at his home.
Symbolic Delivery:
 It means, delivery of goods by giving some symbol of goods.
 The symbol or a token of goods, is deemed to be delivery of goods to buyer.
 Normally, this type of delivery is done when goods are bulky or heavy, not capable of actual delivery.
 Goods are not physically handed over by seller to buyer.
 E.g. X sold a car to Y. at time of delivery of goods, X handed over key of car to Y. this is termed as Symbolic

delivery.
 E.g. A sent goods through Railway carriage to B from Ahmedabad to Mumbai. X handed over the Railway

receipt to B immediately. It may also be termed as symbolic delivery.
 E.g. K sold all sugar in his godown to L for Rs.500000. K handed over the key of godown to L, this is

termed as symbolic delivery.
Constructive Delivery OrAttornment Delivery:
 It means, when a third person hold goods on behalf of Buyer.
 The goods are not physically handed over to buyer.
 The physical custody of goods remains at same place as before
 Third person acknowledges to hold goods on behalf of buyer.
 E.g. A sold 10 TV set to B for Rs.400000. the TV sets are lying in godown of C. for delivery of goods, A

ordered C to deliver goods to B. At the time, C acknowledged to B that he is holding goods on behalf of
B. this is termed as Constructive delivery.
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Q-30 Specify in detail the rules of Delivery of goods.
Ans.

Rules regarding Delivery of goods: (sec 33 to 38)
Possession of goods:
 The delivery should have effect of putting the possession of goods of buyer. The buyer should be able

to have effective control over goods.
Demand for delivery of goods:
 It is duty of seller to be ready and willing to deliver goods to buyer.
 But the seller has to deliver the goods only when the demand is made by buyer for goods to seller.
 If buyer do not demand goods in time, the seller may not be held liable for loss caused due to delay in

delivery.
Place for delivery of goods:
 The goods must be delivered at a place which is specified in contract by parties on working day and

usual hours of business.
 If place of delivery is not specified in contract, the following rules apply;

o In case of sale, goods to be delivered at place where they are at time of sale,
o In case of agreement to sell, goods to be delivered at place where they are at time of agreement

to sell,
o In case of sale of future goods, the goods to be delivered at place where they will be manufactured

or produced.
Time for delivery of goods:

 The goods must be delivered at fix time as specified in contract of sale.
 If time is not specified in contract, the goods must be delivered within reasonable time.
 Reasonable time is always a question of fact (i.e. it depends on normal hours of business of

parties )
Time for demand / tender of delivery:
 The demand for delivery of goods by buyer must be within usual hours of business.
Expenses for delivery of goods:
 Expenses of putting goods in deliverable state is borne by seller.
 The expenses of receiving goods is borne by buyer.
 However, the parties may agree otherwise in contract.
Part delivery of goods:
 If it was decided to deliver whole goods at a single delivery but seller delivers only part of the goods;
 It is termed as part delivery of goods, if the delivery of made with intention to have part delivery of

goods
 It is termed as full delivery of goods, if the delivery of goods is made in process of full delivery of

goods.
 E.g. X agreed to sell 1000 units to Y for Rs.100000. X delivered 500 units on day 1 and another 500 units

on day 3. It may be termed as part delivery of goods. However, if both trucks of 500 units each delivered
just in gap of 2 hours due to no space in a single truck, then it may be treated as full delivery.
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Delivery of wrong quantity:
Short Delivery of goods:
 If seller delivers less quantity then contracted, the buyer may either accept or reject goods delivered.
 If he accept the goods, he may claim damages from seller for short delivery.
 E.g A contracted to sell 1000 units to B while delivering goods, he delivered only 800 units, in this case,

B may accept or reject 800 units as it is short delivery of goods.
Excess Delivery :
 If  seller delivers more than contracted quantity, the seller may accept whole goods, or reject whole

goods, or may accept as contracted and reject the rest.
 If he accepts whole goods, he has to pay for whole quantity as per the contract rate.
Mixed delivery:
 If seller delivers goods with mixed quality, the buyer may either accept as per contract quality goods or

may reject whole goods.
Delivery of goods in instalments:
 Generally, delivery of goods in instalments is not considered as valid delivery, unless it is specifically

decided by parties in contract.
Delivery to carrier ( transport company):
 When goods are delivered to carrier or transport company, it is deemed that the goods are delivered to

buyer.
Destruction of goods during transit:
 If the goods are destroyed during transit, the loss of goods is to be borne by buyer.
 However, buyer shall bear the risk only which is incidental to course of transit.
 If the loss is abnormal in nature which is due to seller or due to carrier, the loss may be recovered from

seller or carrier as the case may be.
Q-31 Explain the rules regarding Sea-transit
Ans.

Rules regarding Sea – Transit:
Following are three important forms of contract of sale which involves carriage by sea transit:
C.I,F Contract:
 The term CIF means “Cost, Insurance and Freight”
 It is a contract for sale of goods at price which includes the cost of goods, insurance and freight charges.
 Thus, charges of transit insurance and freight charges are borne by buyer.
 The seller has to perform following duties:
 To make out an invoice of goods sold.
 To ship the goods at port of shipment
 To enter into a contract with shipping company for transportation of goods
 To insure goods and obtain insurance policy copy
 To deliver all these shipping documents ( invoice, bill of lading and insurance policy) to buyer within

reasonable time.
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 If he fails to deliver documents, he is liable for breach of contract.
 The ownership of goods is transferred to buyer when shipping documents are delivered to buyer and

price is paid by buyer.
F.O.B contract:
 The term FOB means “Free on Board”
 It is a contract for sale of goods where the seller has to put goods on board of a ship at his own expense

for transport.
 The seller has to bear only expense of loading goods on ship.
 After loading goods, all risk lying with buyer and buyer is liable to pay insurance, freight and all

subsequent expense.
 The following are seller’s duties:
 To load the goods safely on the ship.
 To meet the expense of loading the goods
 To enter into a contract with shipping company or ship owners for the transport of goods
 To deliver the bill of lading to buyer.
 The seller’s duty is over as soon as goods are loaded on ship. So all risk is borne by buyer when the

goods are on sea transit.
 The ownership is transferred to buyer as soon as goods are loaded on ship.
Ex-ship Contract:
 It is a contract for sale of goods in which the seller has to deliver the goods to the buyer at the port of

destination.
 The freight charges are to be borne by seller. During sea transit the risk is of seller.
 Thus, the seller may insure the goods for protection of his own risk.
 The following are seller’s duties:
 To deliver goods to buyer at his destination.
 To pay freight charges. And to give proper deliver order to buyer to obtain delivery of goods.
 Ownership is transferred only when goods are actually delivered at buyer’s destination.

Q-32 Explain the meaning of Unpaid Seller
Ans.

Meaning of Unpaid Seller:
 “the seller of goods is deemed to be unpaid seller;

o When the whole of the price has not been paid or tendered; OR
o When a Bill of exchange or other negotiable instrument has been received as conditional payment

and the condition on which it was received has not been fulfilled by reason of dishonour of the
instrument or otherwise”

 It can be said that if seller is not paid the whole of price of goods, he is said to be unpaid seller.
 Even a part of price has not been paid he is said to be unpaid seller.
 The payment by bill of exchange or promissory note or cheque is always presumed to be conditional

payment that the instrument must be honoured on maturity, so if on maturity the instrument is
dishonoured, the seller is said to be unpaid seller.
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 E.g. X sold his mobile to Y for Rs.5000. on that Y paid Rs.3000 but did not pay Rs.2000, here, X is said to be
unpaid seller.

 E.g. A sold his watch to B for Rs.2000, for that B made payment by cheque. On depositing cheque by A
into bank, the cheque was dishonoured, here, A is said to be unpaid seller.

 E.g. K sold his car of Rs.500000 to L. for delivery of goods, K also paid delivery expense of Rs.20000 which
is to be reimbursed from L. on the settlement of contract, L paid Rs.500000 as price of car but did not pay
Rs.20000 of delivery expense. Here, K is NOT deemed to be unpaid seller as he has been paid full price
of car i.e. Rs.500000.

Q-33 State the Rights of Unpaid seller against Goods? OR Explain Unpaid Seller’s Right of Lien OR Explain
Unpaid seller’s Right of Stoppage in Transit OR State difference between Right of Lien and Stoppage in
transit.

Ans.
Rights of Unpaid Seller:
The unpaid seller is having right against goods as well as against Buyer as follows:
Right of unpaid seller against goods:

1. Right of Lien
2. Right of Stoppage of goods in Transit.
3. Right of Resell of goods
4. Right of With-holding of delivery of goods.

Right of unpaid seller against buyer:
1. Suit for price of goods
2. Suit for damages
3. Suit for interest
4. Suit for cancellation of contract.

Unpaid seller’s Right of Lien:
 Right of Lien is to Retain Possession of goods by seller.
 The seller has a right to retain possession of goods until full payment of price is made by buyer.
 The unpaid seller can exercise Right of Lien only if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. The seller has not received price of goods from buyer in following cases;
a. Goods have been sold without terms of credit period.
b. Goods have been sold on credit, but credit period has been expired,
c. Buyer becomes insolvent.

2. The actual possession of goods must be with seller.
 It should be noted that only Possession of goods must be with seller to exercise right of lien.
 It means, even if ownership of goods is transferred to buyer, the right of lien may be exercised. In this

situation, the seller may exercise right of lien as agent or bailee.
 Also, it should be noted that the right of lien can be exercised only for price of goods and not for any

other charges like delivery expense, storage charges etc.
 It should also be noted that the seller may exercise right of lien on Whole of goods even part payment

is received for some of goods.
 E.g. X sold goods of Rs.500000 to Y. there was no credit period allowed to Y. so he had to make payment
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immediately. But Y did not pay the said amount. Here we can say that X is unpaid seller so he may
exercise right of lien on the goods if the possession was not transferred.

 E.g. A sold goods to B for Rs.100000 on credit of 15 days. It was decided to deliver goods to B at end of
15 days. B did pay only 20000 at end of 15 days, here A can be termed as unpaid seller so he may exercise
right of lien.

Termination of Right of Lien:
 The right of lien is lost  as soon as possession of goods is lost by seller.
 In the following situations, right of lien is lost:

1. By delivery of goods to carrier ( transport ):

 When seller delivers goods to transport ( third party ) for the purpose of delivery to buyer,
right of lien is lost.

 However, if seller reserves right of disposal, the right of lien is not lost.

2. By delivery of goods to buyer:

 When seller delivers goods to buyer, his right of lien is lost.

 It means, when buyer obtains lawful possession of goods, seller’s right of lien is lost.

 However, if buyer sends goods back to seller for purpose of repair or maintenance, right of
lien is not revived.

 E.g. A sold some goods to B which were delivered by railway. B took delivery from railway.
But later on send goods back to seller as it was lose packing of goods. Here we can say that
the right of lien is not revived with seller.

3. By waiver of lien by seller:

 Seller may waive his right of lien at his own wish.

 The waiver may be express or implied.

4. By tender (offer ) of price by buyer to seller:

 Where buyer offers or pays price to buyer, the seller loses his right of lien as he is no more
unpaid seller.

Unpaid seller’s Right of Stoppage in Transit: (sec 50)
 It means, stopping goods while they are in course of transit to the buyer.
 When goods are given in transit, seller loses right of lien, but he may exercise right of stoppage in

transit in certain circumstances.
 Where the seller has parted with goods, and buyer becomes insolvent before paying price of

goods, the seller may stop goods in transit before it reaches to buyer.
Stoppage in transit can be exercised only if following conditions are satisfied:
1. The buyer has become insolvent.
2. The goods must be in course of transit. ( not in possession of seller or buyer )
3. Property of goods may be with seller or buyer.

 Transit here, means, the goods should be in possession of third party (i.e. other than buyer and
seller).

 It does not means that the goods should actually be moving in transit.
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 E.g. A of Ahmedabad sold goods to K of Kolkata for Rs.1000000. A delivered goods from Ahmedabad
to Kolkata by railway carriage. But B declared insolvent while goods were in transit. Here, A Can
stop goods in transit before goods reach buyer.

Duration of Transit:
 The duration of transit is period between commencement and end of transit.
 Transit commence from time when goods are delivered to carrier and continues till the buyer takes

possession of goods.
 Where goods are rejected by buyer, and carrier continues to be in possession of goods, transit is still

not ended.
 When the carrier is acting as agent of buyer, the transit is ended as soon as goods are loaded on carrier

vehicle.
 Where goods are delivered in parts, the seller may exercise right of stoppage in transit for remaining

goods which are still not delivered to buyer.
Termination of right of stoppage in transit:
In the following situations, right of stoppage in transit is lost;

1. Interception by buyer:
 If the buyer obtains possession of goods before the appointed destination, the transit is ended as

soon as buyer takes possession.
 So the right of lien is lost as soon as buyer takes possession of goods.

2. Carrier’s acknowledgement to the buyer:
 When the carrier acknowledges buyer that they hold goods on behalf of buyer, the transit is

ended soon even if actual possession is not taken by buyer.
 So this acknowledgement acts as delivery of goods to buyer and right of stoppage in transit is

ended.
3. Carrier’s wrongful refusal to deliver goods to buyer:

 If carrier wrongfully refuse to deliver goods to the buyer, the transit is deemed to be ended.
 However, the refusal should be wrongful, ie. Without any justifiable reason.
 If the refusal to deliver goods is due to a justified reason, the carrier may refuse to deliver goods

to buyer.
 e.g.  carrier refuse to deliver goods to buyer if buyer do not pay freight charges, this is valid reason

for not delivering goods to buyer.
Difference between Right of Lien and Right of Stoppage in transit:
Sr No Point name Right of Lien Right of Stoppage in transit
1 Retain / Regain It involves Retaining It involves Regaining

Possession possession of goods by seller possession of goods by
seller from transit.

2 Possession of goods The possession of goods The possession of goods must
must be with seller. Means,  be in transit ( with
the possession must not have  independent third party).
been transferred to buyer Means, the possession should

not be with buyer or seller.
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3 Insolvency of buyer Insolvency of buyer is not Buyer must become insolvent
compulsory. Means, it is only  while the goods are in transit.
important that seller is not paid
for goods, irrespective of fact
that buyer is solvent or insolvent

4 Beginning of right Right of lien beginning and remains Right of stoppage begins as
in effect until the possession soon as possession is given
is with seller. in transit.

5 End of right Right of lien ends as soon as Right of stoppage is ended as
possession of seller is lost, either soon as transit is ended, by
by way of handing it over to  way of delivery taken by

carriage or to buyer   buyer.

Effect on Right of Unpaid seller:
 The rights of unpaid seller against goods remains unaffected even if buyer resell the goods to any

other person.
 Means, the seller may exercise his right of lien, or stoppage in transit even if buyer has already sold

goods to other person (provided the  conditions necessary to exercise the right  is satisfied)
 However in following situations, the right  of unpaid seller of Lien or stoppage will be lost;

o Where the seller has given prior consent to buyer for resell of goods by buyer.
o Where the another buyer bought goods in good faith from original buyer, without knowing fact

about buyer’s insolvency.
Unpaid seller’s right of Resell:
 If the buyer fails to pay price of goods within reasonable time, the seller may exercise right of resell

goods in following circumstances;
1. Where goods are of perishable nature:

 If the buyer is unable to pay price within reasonable time, the seller may resell the goods to any
other person.

 The seller is not required to give any notice of resell to original buyer.
2. Where goods are of Non-perishable nature:

 The seller has to give a prior notice to original buyer of his intention to resell goods
 If original buyer do not pay price within reasonable time even after giving proper notice, the

unpaid seller may resell goods to any other person.
 Also, the seller may claim any loss on resell of goods from original buyer.
 However, if seller fails to give proper notice to original buyer;
 The unpaid seller loses right to claim loss on resell from original buyer, and
 The original buyer may claim profit on resell from unpaid seller.
Unpaid seller’s right of With-holding delivery of goods:
 If the ownership of goods is not transferred to buyer, the seller may exercise right of with-holding

delivery of goods.
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 If seller fails to pay price or becomes insolvent before payment of price, the seller may refuse to
deliver goods to buyer.

This right is similar to nature of unpaid seller’s right of lien

Q-34 State the rights of Unpaid seller against Buyer?
Ans.

Right of Unpaid seller against Buyer:

1. Suit for price of goods : If buyer fails to pay price of goods as decided in contract of sale, the seller
may file suit for recovery of price from seller.

2. Suit for damages of non-acceptance of goods : Where, seller is willing to deliver goods to buyer, but
buyer wrongfully refuses to deliver goods to buyer, the seller may file suit for damages for non-
acceptance of goods by buyer.

3. Suit for repudiation of contract by buyer : If buyer breach contract before due date of performance of
contract, the seller may cancel contract and claim damages for breach of contract by buyer.

4. Suit for interest:
 When the seller files suit for recovery of price of goods, he may also claim interest for late

payment of price by buyer.
 In this case, the court may allow interest on late payment of price at interest rate which is justifiable

at discretion of court.
Q-35 What is “Auction Sale” ? Explain certain rules for Auction sale.
Ans.

Auction Sale:
 Auction is a mode of selling goods by inviting bids from public at large.
 In other words, auction sale is a process to sell goods by general invitation to public at large with full

auction to be managed and organised by Auctioneer who is said to be agent of seller in auction sale.
The rules/process of Auction Sale:
 Invitation for Auction to willing buyers by some media.
 The Time/Date/place Fixed and Announced by Auctioneer.
 The bidders may inspect the goods either before or during auction sale.
 The bid to start with Reserve price or upset price,
 Each next bid to be higher than reserve price as well as last bid.
 On each bid, the auctioneer announce 1,2, and 3 count.
 If higher bid announced by other bidder before 3rd count, auctioneer continue with higher bid.
 Property trf ( sale completed ) on fall of hammer ( 3rd count on a bid )
 The Goods are sold to highest bidder.
 However, the Auctioneer may reserve his right not to sell the goods to highest bidder.
 Where goods are put in lots, each lot is separately taken for bid.
 The bidder may retract ( withdraw ) his bid before fall of third hammer.
 The Seller may appoint an agent to take part in Bidding, however, it must be informed to public,

Otherwise the Auction becomes Voidable.
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 In case of pretended bidding just by the agent of seller, the auction becomes voidable.
Q-36 Explain the specific terms used in Auction sale.
Ans.

Knock-out Agreement:
 It means, an agreement between some of bidders not to bid against each other.
 The bidders make such agreement to avoid competition between them.
 They form a close group among themselves and may form a strategy against other bidders to obtain

goods under auction.
 They may agree that only one person will bid on behalf of whole group.
 And they may decide to distribute the goods purchased by them.
 Such agreement is treated valid in eyes of law.
Damping:
 It is an unlawful act by which intending purchaser is prevented from bidding.
 The damping is usually done by pointing out defects in goods to be sold, or by taking intending buyer

out of auction by any other ways.
 It should be noted that damping is illegal and auctioneer can withdraw goods from auction.
Puffers:
 Puffer may be defined as a person who is employed by the seller to raise the price by fictitious bbids.
 A puffer has no intention to buy goods.
 Puffers are also known as “by-bidders”, “white-bonnets”, “decoy-ducks”

Q-37 Define “Contract for Work and Labor”.
Ans.

Contract for Work and Labour:
 It is such a contract where the main consideration is personal skill or talent of a person.
 In such type of contract, the material or goods involved is of immaterial or minor value.
 The main value is of skill or talent of a person.
 Inspite of goods and skill botha re involved in same contract, the value of goods in contract is very

minor while the major or probably whole value is of personal skill of a person.
 e.g. A made a contract with B to paint a picture for Rs.500000. in this contract, the main consideration

charged is the value of his art to paint a picture. So it may be termed as contract for work and labour.
 e.g. X made a contract with Y to design the house in the best way for Rs.1000000, here the main value

charged is for his skill of designing a house. So it may be termed as contract for work and labour.
Q-38 What are the remedies of Buyer against Seller in case of Breach of Contract by Seller?
Ans.

Damages for non-delivery [Section 57]:
 Where the seller wrongfully neglects or refuses to deliver thegoods to the buyer, the buyer may sue

the seller for damages for non-delivery.
 E.g. In a contract to sell shares by X to Y, it was decided to deliver the shares as on 1.4.2016, the seller did

not deliver the  shares on the said date. Due to which buyer was required to bear huge losses. Here
buyer may claim damages from seller due to Non-delivery by seller.
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Suit for speci c performance (Section 58):
 Where the seller commits of breach of the contract of sale,the buyer can appeal to the court for specific

performance.
 The court can order for specific performance only when the goods are ascertained or specific.
 and damages are not adequate remedy for buyer.
 E.g. X agreed to supply “product A” to Y for next 5 years which is key raw material for business of Y. the

said Raw material is not available elsewhere in country. After 2 years, X refused to deliver the Product
to Y. Here, it was said that Product A is essential for business of Y. So court may order X to deliver goods
to Y for next 3 years instead of damages.

Suit for breach of warranty (section 59):
 Where there is breach of warranty on the part of the seller,or where the buyer elects to treat breach of

condition as breach of warranty,
o the buyer is not entitled to reject the goods only on the bases of such breach of warranty. But he

may –
 set up against the seller the breach of warranty in diminution or extinction of the price; or
 sue the seller for damages for breach of warranty.
Repudiation of contract before due date (Section 60):
 Where either party to a contract of salerepudiates the contract before the date of delivery,

o the other may either treat the contract as subsisting and wait till the date of delivery, or
o he may treat the contract as rescinded and sue for damages for the breach.
Suit for Interest:

 The Buyer may recover Interest on amount paid for goods as a part of Special damages if it was specified
in agreement.

Q-39 Explain the treatment of Revision in Tax to existing Contract of Sale.
Ans.

INCLUSION OF INCREASED OR DECREASED TAXES IN EXISTING CONTRACT OF SALE (SEC 64A)
 Where after a contract has been made but before it has been performed, tax revision takes place.

Where tax is being imposed, increased, decreased or remitted in respect of any goods without any
stipulations to the payment of tax,
o the parties would become entitled to read just the price of the goods accordingly.
o The buyer would have to pay the increased price where the tax increases and may derive the

benefit of reduction if taxes are curtailed.
o Thus, seller may add the increased taxes in the price.
o The effect of provision can, however, is excluded by an agreement to the contrary.
o It is open to the parties to stipulate anything regard to taxation.

 E.g. X agreed to sell Goods to Y for Rs.500000 ( inclusive of taxes and duties of Rs.50000) the payment
was to be made after a year. Before the date of payment arrive, Government revised the tax rate
retrospectively due to which the taxes and duties increased upto Rs.70000. Here it is concluded that
buyer has to pay additional tax of Rs.20000, so his final price will be Rs.520000.
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CLASS WORK

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

1. A contract for the sale of goods where property would pass to the buyer on payment of total price
would be;
(a) sale (b) agreement to sell
(c) hire-purchase contract. (d) sale on approval.

2. The term “goods” under Sale of Goods Act, 1930 does not include
(a) goodwill. (b) actionable claims.
(c) stocks and shares. (d) harvested crops.

3. A contract for the sale of “future goods” is
(a) sale (b) agreement to sell.
(c) void. (d) hire-purchase contract.

4. The sale of Goods Act, 1930 deals with the
(a) movable goods only. (b) immovable goods only.
(c) both movable and immovable goods. (d) all goods except ornaments.

5. Under Sale of Goods Act, 1930 the terms “Goods” means every kind of movable property and it includes
(a) stock and share. (b) growing crops, grass
(c) both (a) and (b). (d) none of the above

6. The Sale of Goods Act, 1930 deals with
(a) sale (b) mortgage.
(c) pledge. (d) all of the above.

7. Which one of the following is true?
(a) the provisions of Sale of Goods were originally with the Indian Contract Act, 1872.
(b) the Sale of Goods Act, 1930 deals with mortgage.
(c) the Sale of Goods Act restricts the parties to modify the provisions of law.
(d) none of the above.

8. Goods which are in existence at the time of the Contract of Sale is known as
(a) present Goods. (b) existing Goods.
(c) specic Goods. (d) none of the above.

9. Which of the following is not a form of delivery?
(a) constructive delivery. (b) structured delivery.
(c) actual delivery. (d) symbolic delivery.

10. Which one of the following is/are document of title to goods?
(a) railway receipt. (b) wharnger’s certicate.
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(c) warehouse keeper’s certicate. (d) all of the above
11. Which one of the following is not true?

(a) document showing title is dierent from document of title.
(b) bill of lading is a document of title to goods.
(c) specic goods can be identied and agreed upon at the time of the Contract of Sale.
(d) none of the above.

12. Mercantile Agent is having an authority to
(a) sell or consign goods. (b) raise money on the security of goods.
(c) sell or buy goods. (d) any of the above.

13. Contract of Sale is
(a) executory Contract. (b) executed Contract.
(c) both of the above. (d) none of the above.

14. In which form of the contract, the property in the goods passes to the buyer immediately:
(a) agreement to sell. (b) hire purchase.
(c) sale (d) installment to sell.

15. In case of hire purchase the hirer can pass title to a bona de purchaser.
(a) true. (b) false.

16. In a contract of sale, the agreement may be expressed or implied from the conduct of the parties.
(a) true. (b) false.

17. In a contract of sale, subject matter of contract must always be money.
(a) true. (b) false.

18. Selection of goods with the intention of using them in performance of the contract and with the
mutual consent of the seller and the buyer is known as
(a) distribution. (b) appropriation.
(c) amortization. (d) storage.

19. If a seller handed over the keys of a warehouse containing the goods to the buyer results in
(a) constructive delivery (b) actual delivery
(c) symbolic delivery (d) none of the above

20. If A agrees to deliver 100 kg of sugar to B in exchange of 15 mts of cloth, then it is
(a) Contract of sale. (b) Agreement to sell.
(c) Sale on Approval. (d) Barter.

21. In a hire-purchase agreement, the hirer
(a) has an option to buy the goods. (b) must buy the goods.
(c) must return the goods. (d) is not given the possession of goods.

22. A agrees to deliver his old car valued at ‘ 80,000 to B, a car dealer, in exchange for a new car, and agrees
to pay the dierence in cash it is
(a) Contract of sale. (b) Agreement to sell.
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(c) Exchange. (d) Barter.
23. Legally, a contract of sale includes

(a) sale. (b) agreement to Sell.
(c) barter. (d) both (a) and (b)

24. The Sale of Goods Act, 1930 came into force on
(a) 15th March, 1930. (b) 1st July, 1930.
(c) 30th July, 1930. (d) 30th June, 1930.

25. The person who buys or agrees to buy goods is known as
(a) consumer. (b) buyer.
(c) both (a) and (b) (d) none of the above.

26. Voluntary transfer of possession by one person to another is popularly known as
(a) transfer. (b) possession.
(c) delivery. (d) none of the above.

27. The aggrieved party can claim only damages in case of breach of warranty.
(a) true. (b) false.

28. If X commissioned Y, an artist, to paint a portrait of A for 200 dollars & Y uses his own canvas & paint then
it is
(a) Contract of sale. (b) Contract of work & materials.
(c) Sale on approval. (d) Hire-Purchase agreement.

29. The property in the goods means the
(a) possession of goods. (b) custody of goods.
(c) ownership of goods. (d) both (a) and (b)

30. The goods are at the risk of a party who has the
(a) Ownership of goods. (b) Possession of goods.
(c) Custody of goods. (d) both (b) and (c)

31. In case of sale of standing trees, the property passes to the buyer when trees are
(a) felled and ascertained. (b) not felled but earmarked.
(c) counted and ascertained. (d) both (b) and (c)

32. In case the delivery of goods is delayed due to the fault of party, the goods shall be at the risk of
defaulting party even though the ownership is with the other party.
(a) True, as there is a provision to this eect.
(b) False, as it is against the general rule.

33. Which of the following modes of delivery of goods is considered eective for a valid contract of sale?
(a) Actual delivery. (b) symbolic delivery.
(c) Constructive delivery. (d) all of these.

34. The property in the goods means-
(a) Possession of the goods (b) Ownership of the goods
(c) Custody of the goods (d) Both (a) and (c)
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35. In case of sale on approval, the ownership is transferred to the buyer when he-
(a) Accepts the goods (b) Adopts the transaction
(c) Fails to return the goods (d) In all the above cases

36. If a seller hands over the keys of a ware house containing goods to the buyer, it results in-
(a) Constructive delivery (b) Actual delivery
(c) Symbolic delivery (d) None of these

37. A sells to B 100 bags of wheat lying in C’s ware house. A orders to C to deliver the wheat to B.C agrees
to hold the 100 bags on behalf of B and makes the necessary entry in his books. This is a –
(a) Actual delivery (b) Constructive delivery
(c) Symbolic delivery (d) None of the above

38. Selection of goods with the intention of using them in performance of the contract and with the
mutual consent of the seller and the buyer is known as-
(a) distribution (b) appropriation
(c) amortization (d) storage

39. In contract of sale of goods, if the seller is not the owner of goods, then the title of the buyer shall-
(a) Not be same as that of the seller (b) Be same as that of the seller
(c) Be better than that of the seller (d) None of the above

40. Nemo dat quad non habet means-
(a) One cannot give what one does not have
(b) Let the buyer be beware
(c) Whatever is paid, is paid according to the intention or manner of the party paying
(d) None of these

41. The goods are at the risk of the party who has the-
(a) Ownership of the goods (b) Possession of the goods
(c) Custody of the goods (d) Both (b) and (c)

42. The unpaid seller has right of stoppage of goods in transit only where the buyer
(a) become insolvent. (b) refuses to pay price.
(c) acts fraudulently. (d) all of these.

43. An unpaid seller is having rights against
(a) goods only. (b) the buyer only.
(c) both goods and buyer. (d) none of the above.

44. Under which of the circumstances unpaid seller loses his right of lien
(a) by estoppel.
(b) where seller waived the right of lien.
(c) where the buyer or his agent lawfully obtains possession of the goods.
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(d) any of the above.
45. When the unpaid seller has parted with the goods to a carrier and the buyer has become insolvent he

can exercise
(a) right of lien. (b) right of stoppage in transit.
(c) right of resale. (d) none of the above.

46. The essence of a right of lien is to
(a) deliver the goods. (b) retain the possession.
(c) regain the possession. (d) none of the above

47. Which of the following right can be exercised by an unpaid seller against the buyer, who is not insolvent
(a) right of lien. (b) right of stoppage in transit.
(c) both (a) and (b). (d) none of the above.

48. Which of the following is a buyer right against the seller in case of breach of contract?
(a) suit for non-delivery. (b) suit for specic performance.
(c) suit for damages for breach of warranty. (d) all of the above.

49. An auction sale is complete on the
(a) delivery of goods (b) payment of price
(c) fall of hammer (d) none of the above.

50. Seller has right of resale where
(a) goods are perishable. (b) seller has reserved such right.
(c) seller gives notice. (d) all of these.

51. The aggrieved party can claim only damages in case of breach of warranty.
(a) true. (b) false.

52. Under which circumstances, the right of stoppage can be exercised by an unpaid seller
(a) the buyer has become insolvent. (b) the goods are in transit.
(c) the seller must be unpaid. (d) all of the above.

53. Under which circumstances the unpaid seller can exercise right of re-sale
(a) when the goods are of perishable nature.
(b) when he gives notice to the buyer.
(c) when he gives notice to the buyer of his intention to re-sale and the buyer does not within a

reasonable time pay the price.
(d) both (a) and (c)

54. Where the seller wrongfully neglects to deliver the goods to the buyer, then the buyer
(a) cannot sue the seller for damages for non-delivery.
(b) may sue the seller for damages for non-delivery.
(c) either (a) or (b)
(d) none of the above.

55. Where the buyer is deprived to goods by their true owner, then the buyer
(a) may recover the price for breach of the condition as to title.
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(b) can not recover the price for breach of the condition as to title.
(c) either (a) or (b)
(d) none of the above.

56. Where the buyer wrongfully neglects or refuses to accept and pay for the goods,
(a) the seller may sue buyer for damages for non-acceptance.
(b) the seller cannot sue buyer for damages for non-acceptance.
(c) the seller can sue buyers’ banker for damages.
(d) none of the above.

57. In an auction sale, the property shall be sold to the
(a) Lowest bidder. (b) Highest bidder.
(c) All bidders (d) None of the above.

58. In an auction sale, if the seller makes use of pretended bidding to raise the price, then the sale is
(a) valid. (b) void. (c) voidable. (d) illegal.

59. In which of the following cases, the unpaid seller loses his right of lien?
(a) delivery of goods to buyer. (b) delivery of goods to carrier.
(c) tender of price by buyer. (d) all of these.

60. The bidder at an auction sale can withdraw his bid
(a) any time during auction. (b) before fall of hammer.
(c) before payment of price. (d) none of these.

61. Where in an auction sale, the seller appoints more than one bidder, the sale is
(a) void. (b) illegal. (c) conditional. (d) voidable.

62. Where in an auction sale notied with reserve price, the auctioneer mistakenly knocks down the goods
for less than the reserve price, then the auctioneer is
(a) bound by auction. (b) not bound by auction.
(c) liable for damages. (d) both (a) and (c)
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THEORETICAL QUESTIONS

1. What are the consequences of “destruction of goods” under the Sale of Goods Act, 1930, where the
goods have been destroyed after the agreement to sell but before the sale is affected.

2. In what ways does a “Sale” differ from “Hire-Purchase”?

3. State briefly the essential element of a contract of sale under the Sale of Goods Act, 1930. Examine
whether there should be an agreement between the parties in order to constitute a sale under the said
Act.

4. What do you understand by “Caveat-Emptor” under the Sale of Goods Act, 1930? What are the exceptions
to this rule?

5. What are the implied conditions in a contract of ‘Sale by sample’ under the Sale of Goods Act, 1930?
State also the implied warranties operatives under the said Act.

6. “There is no implied warranty or condition as to quality or fitness for any particular purpose of goods
supplied under a contract of sale.” Discuss the significance and State exceptions, if any.

7. Distinguish between a ‘Condition’ and a ‘Warranty’ in a contract of sale. When shall a ‘breach of condition’
be treated as ‘breach of warranty’ under the provisions of the Sale of Goods Act, 1930? Explain.

8. “Nemo Dat Quod Non Habet” – “None can give or transfer goods what he does not himself own.”
Explain the rule and state the cases in which the rule does not apply under the provisions of the Sale of
Goods Act, 1930.

9. What are the rules related to Acceptance of Delivery of Goods?

10. Explain the provisions of law relating to unpaid seller’s ‘right of lien’ and distinguish it from the “right
of stoppage the goods in transit”.

11.  What do you understand by the term “unpaid seller” under the Sale of Goods Act, 1930? When can an
unpaid seller exercise the right of stoppage of goods in transit?
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HOME WORK

1. A agrees to sell a horse to B on a condition that B will keep it for 6 days on Trial Basis and have the option
to return on the expiry of 6 days, if he does not find it suitable. 3 days after entering into contract, Horse
died without any fault of A or B. Whether contract will be valid or void?

Ans. Hint : Yes Contract is void as destruction of goods before passing property.
2. P agrees to sell apples to Q at price to be fixed by R. Subsequently, R refuses to value the goods and

fix the price. Whether agreement be valid or void?
What will be consequences if R was willing to value the apples but he was prevented from evaluating
by wrongful act of P?

Ans. Hint : Void - as price not fixed in contract and property is not passed
P will be liable for damages.

3. X sold to Y certain quantities of “foreign refined Oil” warranted equal to sample. The sample consisted
of “foreign refined Oil mixed with Hemp Oil”. The oil was matching with quality of sample but not as
known in market to be “foreign refined Oil”. Can Y reject goods?

Ans. Hint : Yes. Goods do not much with description.
4. K bought a Neckless from a famous Jeweller L at high price thinking it to be of Natural pearl. In fact, the

neckless was of synthetic pearl ( of which K was unaware but L was well aware ). Whether K can cancel
the contract?

Ans. Hint : No. As per Caveat Emptor rule.

5. N sold whole quantity of oil in his godown. The oil is to be put into casks by seller and then to be taken
away by buyer. Some casks were filled in the presence of the buyer, but before they were removed or
any other can be filled, the godown was caught by fire and whole quantity of oil was destroyed. Who
would bear the loss?

Ans. Hint : Partly seller & Partly buyer

6. X given a Car to Y ( his mercantile Agent ) stating that the car should not be sold below Rs. 500000 to any
one. Y agreed for the same, but later on he sold the car to Z at Rs.400000 ( who bought it in good faith )
and Y absconded with money. Whether X can recover Car from Z?

Ans. Hint : No. Sale by Mercantile Agent to buyer in good faith is valid.

7. P sold certain goods to Q to be paid immediately. P sold the goods through railway sending Railway
receipt to Q. Q became Insolvent while the goods are in transit. He assigns the Railway receipt to R,
who does not know that Q is insolvent. P being Unpaid seller, want to exercise right of stoppage in
transit. Advise whether P can stop goods in transit?
Would your answer change if R was aware about Q’s insolvency before assignment of railway receipt?

Ans. Hint : No. Sale by Q to R (who is in good faith) is valid.

Yes. As R is not in good faith. Sale is not valid.

8. A made a bid at auction for old car. But before fall of hammer, A withdrew his bid. Still the auctioneer
continued with bid and compelled him to buy goods, as there was a pre condition in auction that “bid
once made shall not be withdrawn”. Whether A can be compelled to buy goods?

Ans. Hint : No. As per rules of auction - sale bids can be withdrawn before fall of hammer.
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